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About This Game

Fire up the fun as Codemasters reboots the classic table top racing experience in Toybox Turbos – now updated to support the
Oculus Rift Development Kit 2 (DK2) virtual reality headset for incredible immersion!

Collect and customize 35 vehicles in this pick-up-and-play arcade racer. Take on 18 obstacle and short-cut filled circuits built
for chaotic, combative competition – speed past spilt sticky jam on the kitchen table, dodge flaming Bunsen burners as you take

your opponents back to school and dodge the runaway train as you race around a railway set!

Stay on track by using a range of awesome and ridiculous power-ups to send your rivals into a spin, including mines, machine
guns and, of course, giant car-mounted hammers.

Master six game modes in the single-player game, then turn friends into foes in manic four player multiplayer - local, online or
with a mix - perfect for those one-more-go gaming session that race into the night!

Toybox Turbos – the top-down racing game bursting with miniaturized mayhem, featuring dinosaurs, combine harvesters, golf-
buggies and so MUCH more!
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Title: Toybox Turbos
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Codemasters
Publisher:
Codemasters
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7 or Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.4Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 5400+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD HD2600 or NVIDIA Geforce 8600

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible soundcard

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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A fantastic twitch platformer, I just beat it in 1 sitting but I'll definitely be going back for the secrets and achievments. Great
soundtrack and it controls amazingly, the only knock against it is that a few of the brighter levels can be a bit harder on the eyes.
Well worth a go, there's a demo if you're unsure about it.. The story of a lone developers journey to make a sci fi universe.

I really love the ship controls. You can even set your ship on a course, leave the pilots seat, and wander around your ship while it
haphazardly travels into whatever object you threw it at. I deliberately crashed a few times while watching helplessly from the
windows.. because that just seems like something you do.

The planets are barren but they do direct you to points of interest, which during my playthrough was just crates of objects to
help your journey along, lately alien bases have been added that I'm sure cranks of the gameplay.

I also love the music, each planet has its own theme, and the desert planet feels very authentic.

Your story as the MC is also a great thing to experience, I don't want to ruin it but its well made and it kept me playing up intill
the very end.

Id suggest following this game, if only to support the efforts of the developer. Updates are common, if small, and the game has
potential.. It is located in the game files
( steam\\ steamapps\\common\\ enter the gungeon )
*flies away*. As much as a I love this game I woudn't suggest buying it. Every single time I've gone back into this game to
continue where I left off an error stating "your previous save file was corrupt. You will need to start over" comes up. Unless
they fix this error I would not suggest purchasing this game. They really need to fix this bug as it's not fair to those who buy it to
have to restart the game from the start everytime it's opened.. fun casual little game. hopefully can be fleshed out over time,
seems a decent bit of fun. looking forward to see where ti goes.,. I have just seen this game on Steam this morning and have
purchased it right away!
So many VR games that are released at the moment that have one or two ideas that would make a great VR experience but are
then restricted to making a very short game in order for it not to get repetitive\/boring. 'Stolen Steel' is Not restricted by this!!!
I really hope that 'Impromptu Games' do go ahead with making more content for this, as it has so much potential (So Much!).
There are so many different things they can do with this, they don't even need to worry much about a story!
I could really see the game becoming a VR Skyrim\/Legend of Grimrock style of game, which would fill a big hole in the VR
market.
There are so many fantastic non-VR games to compete with out there but with VR it is much easier to stand out in the crowd
(especially with this little gem!).
Keep up the great work 'Impromptu Games' , I really hope that this game will keep growing! :-). Ogrest is really well done. The
delivery via Steam is not.

Your purchase will give you access to a stream, not a download. Unfortunately, you can't pause the movie and allow the whole
thing to buffer before watching - it will only allow a bit to be buffered at a time.

So if you want to watch with good resolution (and why wouldn't you) you may be forced to watch a few minutes, take a break,
watch a few minutes, etc through the whole thing like I did. In my opinion that spoils the experience quite a bit, so I recommend
finding another way to watch it.

Of course, if you have blazing download speeds and the servers are humming along nicely you might have no problem. And
Steam may eventually fix the buffering issue. But I would have appreciated a warning in the reviews I checked, so I'm taking
time to write one. Cheers!. Not bad, the enemies actually come on you really quick. There were some minor glitches but nothing
that I couldn't get around. I feel like the bow could be stronger for a straighter shot. Fun.
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It's a lot of fun, feels pretty polished, and makes you think. Throwing is, obviously a big piece of it. I can see why some say the
throwing is "off" but I can tell you by flubs were my own. I think the throwing is fine. I'm not through the story yet entirely but
if it can be expanded with new challenges\/puzzles\/story\/content it might compete a bit with Portal.

I use a vive and had zero sickness. Again it's fun and creative. Definitely recommend.. Introduction:

I tend to love games like this, anything in the neighborhood of a hack n slash or RPG with an old-school feel to it. In
fact, I'd had this on my wishlist for a while, so when I saw it on sale for $2.99, I snagged it up and settled in for a little
"me time" at the computer. Unfortunately, I was underwhelmed and disappointed.

Graphics:

Graphically, WYSIWYG, or rather, "what you expect is what you get." I've got no complaints there, except to remind
the developers that there is a very fine line between retro and illegible. Borders and shapes can still be clearly defined
without losing the campy feel. I felt that this line was pushed a bit too far in the wrong direction here. I do like the
grungy, back-alley artistic style, however.

Sound:

In regard to audio, I didn't hear anything that I didn't expect, nothing aggravating, distracting or on the other hand,
pleasantly surprising, either.

Controls:

The control scheme is where Cybarian lost me entirely. It's simplistic, too simplistic, with only the jump and attack
button to begin with. I later obtained the roll\/dodge ability, and the final ability is to throw your sword, like a ranged
attack. I can easily get on board with simple, when it's done correctly, but the controls just weren't as responsive as
they needed to be. I often slid into obstacles or enemies when I didn't intend to, and there is a definite delay between
one attack and the next, meaning that you can get pummeled during and immediately following the animation. I
learned very quickly that timing is essential, but getting that down only helps so much unless the controls are super
responsive, like fast-twitch muscle response, and this game lacks in that department.

Gameplay:

In regard to gameplay, the ability to remap controls, toggle checkpoints on and off, and choose degrees of difficulty
were notably absent from the menu options, making this a game that requires a long-term single-sitting time
commitment. Stages do not contain checkpoints, and there are no health drops from destructibles or enemies. You do
have the option of using game coins to buy a "heart" and replenish a small amount of health at a vending machine
during the level. However, the only other opportunity to increase health is a slot machine game at the end of a stage,
and I've yet to win one of those.

When you complete a lengthy stage, you don't need to repeat it; however, if you quit the game and return later, you're
back to the very beginning. It's unlikely that the average gamer is going to want to return to this game knowing that it's
necessary to repeat it in its entirety, and that alienates the typical casual gaming audience as well as those who play in
short increments due to necessity or preference.

Conclusion:

Overall, I can't recommend it. In regard to gameplay, I would be inclined to recommend it for a very specific audience,
one who prefers a tougher challenge, doesn't mind repetition, and can commit the time for a complete playthrough in a
single sitting. However, because the controls didn't respond like they should, I have to go with the "not recommended"
score for now. As always, I invite the developers to contact me for a revised review when these issues have been
resolved.

...because GamersRule. I heard about the rave reviews this game had, and I was excited to try it. I also spent many
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years working in government, and a lot of that time was checking documents to find forgeries and mistakes. I will say
the game's portrayal of document checking is fairly realistic. Unfortunately it's a little bit too realistic for me, and it
just feels too much like doing work. The game gets an A+ for how accurately it recreates what government workers do
when they check documents, and it deserves bonus points for convincing people document checking can be a fun game
with emotional highs and lows instead of tedious, soul-crushing, drudge work. Ultimately though, I can't recommend
the game, even if I can see why others might like it. I could barely stand playing this game when I was being paid
money to do it, and for me it's even less fun doing a computer simulation of it for free.

And to any other government workers out there who think they might be really good at this game because they already
do this all day and every day at work, don't get this game. There are better things you could be doing with your
precious free time. You know this. Go do that instead.. This is fantastic. Really worth it for the 7.49 that it's on offer
for. Strange coincidence: I was about to purchase the Battle Costume pack this month regardless, but at this price, it's
an utter steal! Thanks for the awesome deal!. annoying, no sound track just the same one over and over, poor graphics
it just sucks
i played a game similar back in 2010 and it was waaaaay better for free not on steam though theres nothign fun
abou\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665just running and jumping, no powers to make u go faster or anything, the guy's
anumation sucks they could have at least made him look like a human rather than a robot. This is NOT a game. It's a
workout program, and you are gonna love it.
I will recomend this to anyone who are always making exhuses for not working out.
This is making workout fun. And i don't mean "I tolerant it" fun. But ACTUAL fun.

10 pain \\ 10 gain. this game is actually terrible. but not the worst thing in the world, the worst thing is the fact that i
cant get it refunded.. This game checks a lot of boxes for me. when I first got a vive I was going into google blocks and
building tiny low-poly cities out of bricks and making ugly trees - this game is very sim-tower-ish and you have to
balance your residents desires and make something that's not ugly.

the team appears responsive thus far (review made within two weeks of launch)

if you like building towers and organizing things, you might enjoy this game. very fun design\/concept. love the art,
they've got the underpinnings, but I'm thinking they need to work a bit on the informational interface with the player
to inform them of a few things better. overall, definetly worth the buy, if you're hesitant, wait a month and come back
to see if the dev's have kept the pace up. concept and technology is all there for a great game, so far very fun even with
limited info. reading the help page (stickied to this discussion forum) is a must. experimenting and trying over is a
given for the first few runs. soon you'll be watching your little guys wander around your parks and buildings with a
smug contentment as you construct your gleaming testament to man's folly.
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